The Best Criminal Lawyers for March 2010 Announced by bestattorneysonline.com
The independent authority on the best law firms, bestattorneysonline.com, ranked the best criminal justice
lawyers for March 2010. Thousands of law firms are reviewed in order to find the best criminal law firms in the
nation.
Online PR News â€“ 05-March-2010 â€“ Plymouth, IN The nations best criminal law firms have been
announced by bestattorneysonline.com, the independent authority on the best law firms for March 2010.
Being recognized among the nations best puts these firms on a highly regarded list that confirms their
knowledge and expertise when it comes to criminal law.
Â
Criminal law is the branch of law that regulates and impugns those who have committed crimes. Criminal
lawyers act in defense of their clients looking to maintain their innocence with the ultimate goal of proving
their client not guilty or minimizing the punishment of a crime of which they are guilty. The firms listed
demonstrated their knowledge of how best to handle criminal cases.
Â
The nations 10 best criminal lawyers for March 2010 are:
Â
How extensive is the firms knowledge of case law when it comes to an individuals rights?
1. Kochhar & Co.
2. Marks, Golia & Finch, L.L.P.,
3. Malaby & Bradley, LLC
4. Jackson Lewis LLP
5. Vogel Law firm
6. Garbarini & Scher
7. Ziegler, Metzger & Miller LLP
8. Schrader Byrd & Companion, PLLC
9. Sirkin Pinales & Schwartz LLP
10. Barrett Daffin Frappier Turner & Engel, LLP
Â
The independent authority on the best law firms assigned a specified research team to review and analyze
the thousands of applicants. The team performs an in-depth evaluation of each firm based upon an unique
set of criteria developed. Questions are asked such as, Do they represent each client fairly providing the best
possible defense and representation? or How extensive is the firms knowledge of case law when it comes to
an individuals rights?.
Â
Law firms that would like to be considered for ranking with bestattorneysonline.com can apply at:
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Â
http://www.bestattorneysonline.com/rankings/law-firms/apply-for-ranking
Â
To find more information about all 30 of the best criminal justice attorneys visit:
Â
http://www.bestattorneysonline.com/rankings-of-best-criminal-justice-law-firms
Â
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